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Animal Repellent is the Perfect Pest Deterrent

Animal repellent isn't anything new. In fact, we have been using products for years to help repel animals
and keep them away. No it's not a weapon but a defense tactic that is going to help get rid of squirrels,
raccoons, deer and more.

Sept. 16, 2008 - PRLog -- At http://www.critteroff.com their primary goal is helping you get rid of animals
safely and effectively.  Many animals can harm your property, pets or even children.  For instance snakes
may bore holes through your lawn or even bite your family members or pets if not careful.  Often times we
forget that we can simply use an animal deterrent or animal repellent to drive them away.

At http://www.critteroff.com you'll find tips for getting rid of specific animals and you can view them by
categories.  For instance if you want to get rid of moles from your property simply visit the "mole repellent
and deterrent" page and you'll find tips and the products to help get rid of moles for good.  So far you'll be
able to find 14 animals you can learn how to prevent from destroying your land or harming your pet.

"My family lives out away from the city and from time to time we get problems with snakes and moles
destroying our property.  I wanted to make a website that would help other folks with similar problems, to
resolve them.  That's how critter off was born."  Said Mike Brown the site's creator.

Mike went on to say that eventually they hope to have a listing for over 50 animals and continue building
the site and teaching others the best way to get rid of the pests.  If you've ever had a problem with raccoons
getting into your trash, rabbits eating your lettuce patches or other garden vegetables or simply have trouble
keeping moles from burrowing through your ground this site may be for you.

Visit http://www.critteroff.com to learn more tips and techniques for getting rid of all those unwanted
animals effectively but harmlessly.

# # #

At http://www.critteroff.com we're dedicated to helping you resolve issues you may have with animals
invading your property. Keep pesky animals out for good with the featured products.
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